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With shifting weather patterns creating drought conditions in some areas of our western 

states, protecting our water source is critical, particularly the potable water we use inside the 

home for drinking, cooking and washing.  One way to ensure that we have enough water for 

these critical uses is through water conservation.  We have covered indoor conservation in 

past newsletters, including use of low-flow toilets and faucets. Outdoor conservation has been 

addressed through minimizing lawn space and using native and drought-tolerant plants. There 

are times when you need to use water outdoors, however, especially for those who have a 

garden. One way to do this is to collect rainwater during our wetter months for use during the 

summer. And one simple way of doing so is through the use of rain barrels.  

A century ago it was quite common to see rain barrels in 

use around farms and rural properties. Our ancestors 

realized that it didn’t take much rain to fill a barrel 

quickly. For every 1,000 square feet of roof catchment 

area, you can harvest over 500 gallons of water for each 

inch of rainfall. This issue of the newsletter will detail 

how you can make your own rain barrel, collecting 
spring rain to water your garden this coming summer.  

 

 

 

 

 

Up until about five years ago, there was some confusion as to whether you could legally use a 

rainwater catchment system without first applying for a water right from the state. An 

Interpretive Policy Statement, signed by outgoing Director Jay Manning and released on 

October 12, 2009, clarified that a water right is not required for rooftop rainwater 

harvesting.  This did not change the original 1917 law, but offered guidance on how Ecology 

administers the law. The policy now states that Washington residents can collect rainwater for 

use on-site without a water right permit. You can see a focus sheet on the subject of 

rainwater collection for irrigation by going to: 

http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wr/rules/images/pdf/pol1017.pdf  

 

According to the Ecology website, “Once you have collected the rainwater there are no 

limitations on its use.  If and when the department determines that rooftop or guzzler 

rainwater harvesting systems are likely to negatively affect in-stream values or existing water 
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Calculating Your Rainwater Availability 

rights, local restrictions may be set in place to govern subsequent new systems (there are 

currently no restrictions).  However, Ecology generally does not expect the collection of 

harvested rainwater to cause problems or reduce the amount of runoff that would have 

occurred from the site in its natural, pre-development state.”   

“The rainwater storage system may also be used for rainwater collection to store groundwater 

withdrawn under the groundwater permit exemption for future beneficial use (i.e. an owner 

may pump groundwater in the winter under the permit exemption, store it, and then use it in 

the spring and summer).  According to the new rainwater interpretive policy, an “on-site” 

rooftop/guzzler system means the storage and use of the rainwater occurs on the same parcel 

as the roof from which the water was captured.”  

 

Rainwater harvesting can also help manage stormwater run-off. As water collects and runs off 

rooftops, highways, parking lots and paved streets, it picks up pollution from these surfaces: 

fertilizers, pesticides, animal waste, oil and other automobile contaminants (brake lining dust, 

antifreeze, etc.) Capturing this rooftop rain will help prevent excess pollution from reaching 

our streams, rivers and Puget Sound.  
 

 

 

For each side of the roof you plan on using to collect rainwater, the calculation of how much 

rainwater you produce is quite simple. Measure the length of that side of the roof, multiply it 

times the width (gutter to roof peak), and you have the number of square feet for that roof 

side. For a roof side measuring 50’ long x 20’ wide, you’ll have 50’ x 20’, or 1,000 foot total. 

Multiply that times an efficiency number: 0.8 for a composite roof or 0.9 for metal. In this 

example, for a metal roof, you have 1,000 x 0.9, or 900. Multiply that times the rainfall in 

FEET. (inches/12). For 1 inch of rain, this would be 900/12, or 75. Multiply that times a 

conversion factor of 7.48, which in this case would give you 75 x 7.48, or 561 gallons for each 

inch of rainfall. To find out the annual rainfall for your area, you can check your area on this 

map: http://content.lib.washington.edu/cmpweb/resources/map-rainfall.html    

As you can imagine, a standard 55 gallon barrel can fill up within minutes during a downpour. 

Since you could use that amount quickly during a dry summer, you have many options. You 

can connect several rain barrels together, or you could opt for a larger cistern, which range 

from hundreds of gallons to thousands of gallons capacity. If you install a cistern, check with 

your building department to find out if you need a permit before installing it. In the 2012 

International Residential Code book, for example, Section R105.2 states that a permit is not 

required for water tanks supported directly upon grade if the capacity does not exceed 5,000 

gallons and the ratio of height to diameter or width does not exceed 2 to 1. There may be 

instances, of course, where a permit may still be required, or a cistern or rain barrels not 

allowed. A 5,000 gallon cistern, for example, would hold up to 20 tons of water, which could 

potentially cause a landslide if on a slope or near a bluff. So it is always recommended to 

check with your building department before installing a cistern on a slope, below grade, or if 

you are planning to place rain barrels or a cistern within 200 feet of the ordinary high water 

mark if you are near the shoreline. Excess weight and water runoff are issues that are of 

concern to your building department, and you should always be sure what you are installing is 

within code regulations.  

http://content.lib.washington.edu/cmpweb/resources/map-rainfall.html
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Step One: Find Your Barrels 

 

 

 

Fishing 

Step Two: Determine the Ultimate Barrel Location and Elevation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whether you are looking for one barrel or several, this is the most important step and one 

that may take awhile, especially if you want to do-it-yourself on a limited budget. Unless you 

want to pay a premium price for a wood distillery barrel, you will most likely be looking for a 

durable 50 to 60 gallon plastic barrel. And you want one that has ONLY been used for food 

products, never one that has contained chemicals or solvents of any sort. You can always go 

into a home center, nursery or garden supply store, or look online, to find a ready-made rain 

barrel in the $100-$300 range. But to make your own rain barrel, and gain the satisfaction of 

creating your own water source, you may need to do a bit of calling.  

 

You can do a search of online classifieds like Craigslist: 

http://seattle.craigslist.org/search/sss?query=plastic%20barrels  Looking just now, food 

grade plastic barrels are typically listed from $15 - $30. You may need to keep checking to 

find one nearby. Check any recycling or surplus sales locations. Call your local garden supply 

store or nursery, or your local farm supply outlet. You may hear that they get them in on 

occasion, so ask them what they sell for. If it’s a good price, keep checking until they get in a 

supply. You can also check with food manufacturers, if any are nearby; they receive 

ingredients in large barrels quite often, and may sell you their excess barrels. Again, be sure 

they have only been used for food grade contents. Dark barrels are better, as white barrels 

can let in light and promote algae growth. And try to make sure they are sturdy; some of 

those ready-made barrels in home centers and nurseries are little thicker than a plastic trash 

can, and are subject to damage. Some have sealed tops with screw-in bung holes, some have 

open tops, and others (like red olive barrels) have screw-on lids. All can be easily converted 

to use for a rain barrel. 
 

 

 

 

Do you plan on locating your barrel or barrels at the corner of your house? Or would you 

rather have it near the garage? In any event, the location should be as close to your garden 

or other final use location as possible, and preferably at a higher elevation than your garden 

or where you plan to water. Rain barrels work through the use of gravity, so you don’t want a 

hose running uphill. You may be connecting a hose to the faucet or spigot on the barrel, so 

you probably don’t want the hose crossing your driveway, patio or deck. Wherever you locate 

the barrel, you’ll want it elevated so that you can place watering cans or other containers 

under the spigot. This can be done by placing it on top of a couple of concrete building blocks, 

http://seattle.craigslist.org/search/sss?query=plastic%20barrels
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Step Three: Gather Your Parts and Materials 

or a sturdy wooden platform. Remember, the barrel can be heavy: each 55 gallon barrel holds 

over 400 pounds of water. For safety sake, make sure it is on a steady, level surface, and 

consider attaching it to the house with the type of earthquake strap made for hot water 

heaters, particularly if you have small children or grandchildren who might climb on it when 

you are not around.  If your barrel is at the corner of your house, and you are cutting off a 

section of downspout to channel the water from your gutters to the barrel, you’ll want to get 

it right the first time. As carpenters say, “Measure twice, cut once.”    

   The base needs to be sturdy! A 55 gallon barrel can weigh over 400 pounds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The parts, tools and supplies you’ll need depends upon what kind of barrel you have: sealed 

top with bung holes, open top, or screw-on top. Most of the parts you’ll need are the same for 

each kind of barrel. The main difference in what you’ll need depends on the style of inlet on 
the top of the barrel, and how you will screen it.     

For tools, you’ll need an electric drill for the spigot or hose bib near the bottom and for the 

overflow near the top. If you don’t have a drill, see if you can borrow one. If the top is open 

or screw-on, you don’t need any further tools. If it has a sealed top, you might need a 6” hole 

saw to cut a water inlet on the top.  If you don’t have one, check with your friends and 

neighbors before buying one, as you’ll probably only use it once. You can also use an electric 

saber saw, keyhole saw, or drywall saw, but they will probably not cut as perfectly round of a 

hole. Don’t worry; a perfectly round opening on the top is not required. Get a 1” spade bit 

(inexpensive) or 29/32” drill bit if you plan on gluing your spigot and overflow into the barrel, 

or a ¾” NPT pipe tap if you plan on screwing it in. A pipe tap is expensive, and if you don’t 

have one, you might consider less expensive options. You’ll need a metal hacksaw if you are 

cutting off your downspout.  

For parts, you can buy a round louvered vent, typically used for venting on siding. Or use an 

optional piece of “hardware cloth” screen or window screen with ¼” or smaller mesh. You’ll 

need a ¾” brass spigot or hose bib, a ¾” hose adapter for the overflow tube, some Teflon 

tape if you’re using a pipe tap, and a tube of Shoe Goo or silicone adhesive. You’ll also need a 

couple of concrete cinder blocks, or the materials to build a small sturdy deck.  Before you 

buy parts, check your garage, yard shed, basement, or junk drawer: you may have one or 

more of these parts, or something that will be an adequate substitute. This is not an exact 
science, and you are welcome to use your imagination!  

http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
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Step Four: Prepare an Inlet on the Top 

 

 

  

 

Drill & Bits         Mesh or Window Screen                       Silicone Adhesive 

 

       

Louvered Vent            Spigot / Hose Bib         Various Hose Adapters for Overflow 

 

 

 

Barrel with screw-on lid:  this is the easiest of all. Buy sufficient 

window screen material, available in your local home center or 

hardware store, and cut a piece large enough to fit over the top plus a 

few inches on all sides. Or, if you have an old window screen in the 

corner of your garage or basement that is never going to be used 

again, cut the screen from the frame and use that. (The screen helps 

keep out debris, making cleaning easier, and keeps mosquitoes from 

entering and laying eggs.) Stretch it over the top of the barrel, place 

the screw lid on top, pull the screen a bit tighter, and screw the lid 
tight. Adjust as needed. 

Barrel with open top:  buy enough window screen material to fit over top, with several 

inches extra on all sides. Stretch it over the top, and use a bungee cord long enough to wrap 

around the top, just below the rim. When the bungee cord is tight, pull the window screen on 

all sides, so that it is taut.               

Photo below left: window screen held in place over open top with bungee cord. 
Below right: screen over bung hole opening secured using nylon zip ties. 

 

 

 

http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
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Step Five: Install the Spigot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Barrel with sealed top:   the possibilities here are limitless. As long as you have an opening 

of sufficient size to allow water from the downspout to pour into it, and it can be screened, do 

whatever is easiest. You can use the hole (or other) saw to cut a round hole on top of the 

barrel, near the edge. Place a 6” louvered vent into the hole, sealing it with silicone sealant. 

Or cut a hole of whatever size you wish, placing hardware cloth (heavy metal screen) over 

top, holding it in place with several stainless sheet metal screws and washers, as shown in 

Step Three illustration. Removing the bung hole does not usually provide a large enough 

room for the downspout, but you can place a large funnel or plastic plumbing adapter into the 

hole, and drop a round piece of hardware cloth or a standard sink strainer into the funnel or 
adapter.  

 

 

Sink strainer inside plastic ABS pipe fitting; sink strainer in opening by itself. Use 
whatever works 

 

  

 

Using a 1” spade bit, drill a hole 2” – 4” from the bottom of the barrel. This should be facing 

away from the house, which usually would be directly opposite the inlet hole. It should be 

high enough to attach a hose, but not so high that there is a lot of water left in the bottom of 

the barrel when emptied. You can also use a 29/32” bit if you are tapping threads. Usually, a 

3/4 inch brass spigot or hose bib will cut its own threads in the plastic as you screw it in. 

Wrap the threads of the spigot with Teflon plumber’s tape, or place a bit of silicon adhesive on 

the threads, and screw the spigot firmly into the hole. Squirt some silicone around the hole 

and let it dry 24 hours before using.  You should consider “practicing” this with a plastic 

flower pot or 5 gallon bucket before drilling into your barrel. This also applies to the next step, 

installing the overflow outlet.  

Note: if you have an open or screw-on top, you screw a rubber washer and nut inside the 

barrel for extra strength. You should still use silicone adhesive or sealer.  
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Step Seven: Set up Barrel and Attach to Downspout 

Step Six: Install the Overflow 

 

 

 

 

The overflow outlet is placed a couple inches below the top of the barrel, and is meant to 

keep the barrel from overflowing once the barrel is full. Using the 1” spade bit and a 3/4 inch 

hose adaptor or spigot; drill a hole a couple inches from the top. Install the adaptor in the 

same manner as the spigot. You can use a washer and nut inside if the top is open or screw-

on. This should be done on the side of the barrel, 90 degrees from the inlet hole. Adaptors (or 

standard spigot) can be used with threads for a standard garden hose, or for use of a plain 

plastic or rubber hose and hose clamp.  The hose should be diverted to where the downspout 

formerly directed the water runoff.  NEVER direct the water towards a bluff. You should also 

never direct the overflow towards the foundation of the house.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left and above: various plastic and brass hose fittings. Male 

or female threaded, or barbed PVC or brass fitting for use 

with hose clamp. 

Above right: If a standard garden hose is not large enough 

to handle your overflow, you can install a larger outlet 

adapter and hose.  

 

 

 

Place the cinder blocks or small deck on a level spot on the ground, and set the barrel on the 

raised base you’ve created. Remember: the higher the barrel, the more water pressure you’ll 

have.   If the barrel is located at your downspout location, use the hacksaw to cut the 

downspout 4” or more above the top of the barrel. Plan how you are going to install before 

cutting. You may be able to pull the downspout away from the wall far enough to splash 

directly into the top of the barrel rim, or you can use a downspout elbow of correct size to 

divert the downspout water accordingly.  

 

http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
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Other Considerations 

You can attach a garden hose to the spigot to use for watering your garden. Or leave open to 

use it for your watering can. Optional: attach a Y-adapter with twin shutoffs so that you can 

use either the hose or the open spigot for watering can, without having to unscrew the hose.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Downspout Diverters:   During a downpour, your barrel can fill up in minutes. Although the 

excess water will exit via the overflow, there are downspout diverters that can be purchased 

that will allow you to stop the downspout from directing water into the barrel, and return the 

flow to how it was before you installed the rain barrel. It may be difficult to find one in your 

local hardware store or nursery, but they are readily available online. Do an internet search 

for “downspout diverter for rain barrel”, and you’ll find a large variety in different price 

ranges. Make sure they fit your particular downspout size and shape before purchasing! 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disguising a Rain Barrel: If you don’t like the look of plain barrels, you can paint them, or 

hide them behind cedar or other fencing. Again, use your imagination. Some examples are 

below. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The rain in your barrel includes any contaminants on your roof.  During a summer with 

little rain, your roof will accumulate bird droppings and other disease-causing organisms. 

http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
http://county.wsu.edu/island/nrs/shorestewards/Pages/Newsletter.aspx
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Upcoming Events 

Links and Resources 

And your treated cedar roof or asphalt roof contain their own toxins. Before filling for the 

first use of the season, disconnect the inlet and let the rainwater “flush” the contaminants 

from the roof away from the barrel. Also, clean wash the inside of the barrel with vinegar 

and water every year to keep it clean. 

 Avoid using the water for your vegetable garden, due to the toxins mentioned above.  If 

you do, do not use overhead irrigation, particularly with green leafy vegetables. Wash 

vegetables with tap water before consuming. 

 Do you have zinc strips or other moss killers on your roof? These will kill other plants as 

well, so do not use water from treated roofs for vegetation irrigation.  

 Secure your barrel and make sure top is tightly covered to keep kids and animals from 

falling in.  

 

 

 

1. Whatcom County WSU Extension: many links to other examples and resources: 

http://whatcom.wsu.edu/ag/compost/rainbarrel.htm  

2. Plow & Hearth, “Brighten up your Rain Barrel”. (Instructions on how to paint your barrel): 

http://www.plowhearth.com/blogs/brighten-up-your-rain-barrel.aspx  

3. Snohomish Conservation District, “How to Build a Rain Barrel”, 14 minute video with step 

by step instructions: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOCsdxoAUxA  

4. Snohomish Conservation District, “How to Build Multi-Barrel Water Collection System”, 10 

minute video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCxHTFvhQEQ  
 

 

 

May on Oakland Bay 

 

Come and join us for a free, family-friendly event to celebrate Oakland Bay and the 

surrounding watershed!  Learn more about regional environmental issues with educational 

displays and activities including a bird walk with the Audubon Society, Squaxin Island Tribal 

storytelling, seafood cooking demonstration and free sample from Taylor Shellfish, plant walk 

and ecological awareness talk with the Mason Conservation District, farmers market booths, 

live music, and more.   Please bring appropriate footwear for the weather and location, and 

no dogs allowed.  For more information: www.co.mason.wa.us/oakland_bay/   

 

Date: Sunday May 18th, 11am-4pm 

Location: Flying Dog Farm, 521 E. Anthony Rd, Grapeview, WA 98546 

 

Free Onsite Septic System Homeowner Workshops 

 

Learn the ins and outs of caring for your onsite septic system from WSU Mason County 

Extension and Mason County Public Health.  For more information or to register for one of the 

workshops, please contact Erica Bates, erica.bates@wsu.edu or 360-427-9670 ext. 682.   

 

June 26, 5:30-7:00pm: Skookum Hall, Lynch Rd area 

August 28, 5:30-7:00pm: Hoodsport Timberland Library 

September 18, 5:30-7:00pm: Grapeview Fire Hall 

October 16, 5:30-7:00pm: Mason County Public Works 

 

 

http://whatcom.wsu.edu/ag/compost/rainbarrel.htm
http://www.plowhearth.com/blogs/brighten-up-your-rain-barrel.aspx
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOCsdxoAUxA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCxHTFvhQEQ
http://www.co.mason.wa.us/oakland_bay/
mailto:erica.bates@wsu.edu
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Site and Design Assessment   

Have issues regarding severe erosion or green shoreline alternatives? If you have questions 

about your property or need assistance designing or improving your marine shoreline Mason 

County’s Conservation District is pleased to assist you with a free site visit.  

Contact: Environmental Specialist and Landscape Designer, Karin Strelioff at the Mason 

County Conservation District: (360) 427.9436 ext: 122, karinls@masoncd.org 

 
 

Extension programs and policies are available to all without discrimination. 
Evidence of noncompliance may be reported through your local Extension office. 

 

 

 

 

If you would like to download or view previous Shore Steward newsletters, please visit 

http://county.wsu.edu/mason/nrs/water/Pages/ShoreStewardsNewsletter.aspx 

 

Your Shore Steward Coordinators are: 

Cammy Mills, (360) 427-9670 ext: 685, cammymills@wsu.edu and  

Erica Bates, (360) 427-9670 ext: 682, erica.bates@wsu.edu  

http://county.wsu.edu/mason/nrs/water/Pages/ShoreStewardsNewsletter.aspx
mailto:cammymills@wsu.edu
mailto:erica.bates@wsu.edu

